
CONCLUSIONS



We reviewed machine learning methods
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Deep Learning?

• Ranzato’s definition

• a method which makes predictions by using a sequence of non-linear 

processing stages. The resulting intermediate representations can be 

interpreted as feature hierarchies and the whole system is jointly learned 

from data. Some deep learning methods are probabilistic, others are loss-

based, some are supervised, other unsupervised...



딥러닝모델의특징

• 다층구조 (multi layer)
• 신경망의 구조 모사

• 상위 층으로 갈 수록 추상화된 정
보가 학습과정에서 자동으로 생성

• 문제 해결과정자동화
• End-to-end learning

• 사람의 개입을 배제하고 오직 raw 
input과 output 사이에 모든 과정을
데이터에서 학습하는 방향 추구

• 분산 표현
• Distributed representation

• 여러 뉴런이 협력하여 정보 저장/처
리



BACKUPS



WORD EMBEDDING
http://colah.github.io/posts/2014-07-NLP-RNNs-

Representations/



Word representation

Traditional method

• Uses one hot encoding

• Each word in the vocabulary 

is represented by one bit 

position in a huge vector.

• Context information is not 

utilized

Word embeddings

• Stores each word in as a 

point in space, where it is 

represented by a vector of 

fixed number of dimensions 

(generally 300)

• Unsupervised, built just by 

reading huge corpus



Examples

Demo (http://w.elnn.kr/search/)

http://w.elnn.kr/search/


Word Embedding

• A word embedding W:words→ℜ𝑛 is a paramaterized function 

mapping words in some language to high-dimensional vectors 

(perhaps 200 to 500 dimensions). For example, we might find:

• Typically, the function is a lookup table, parameterized by a 

matrix, 𝜃, with a row for each word: 𝑊𝜃 𝑤𝑛 = 𝜃𝑛



Word Embedding Learning

• 𝑊 is initialized to have random vectors for each word. It learns 

to have meaningful vectors in order to perform some task.

• Train a network for is predicting whether a 5-gram (sequence of 

five words) is ‘valid.’

• “cat sat on the mat” vs “cat sat song the mat”

• 5-gram -> (𝑊, 𝑅) -> ‘valid’ vs ‘broken’



Word Embedding Learning

• In order to predict these values accurately, the network needs to 

learn good parameters for both 𝑊 and 𝑅.



t-SNE Visualization

http://metaoptimize.s3.amazonaws.com/cw-embeddings-ACL2010/embeddings-

mostcommon.EMBEDDING_SIZE=50.png



t-SNE Visualization
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t-SNE Visualization



What words have embeddings closest to 

a given word?



Gender dimension?

• Word embeddings exhibit an even more remarkable property: 

analogies between words seem to be encoded in the difference 

vectors between words. For example, there seems to be a 

constant male-female difference vector:

• We say with hindsight, “the word embedding will learn to 

encode gender in a consistent way. In fact, there’s probably a 

gender dimension. Same thing for singular vs plural. 



Examples



Much more sophisticated relationships



Summary

• All of these properties of 𝑊 are side effects. 

• We didn’t try to have similar words be close together. 

• We didn’t try to have analogies encoded with difference vectors. 

• All we tried to do was perform a simple task, like predicting whether a 

sentence was valid. These properties more or less popped out of the 

optimization process.

• This seems to be a great strength of neural networks

• They learn better ways to represent data, automatically.

• Representing data well, in turn, seems to be essential to success at many 

machine learning problems. 

• Word embeddings are just a particularly striking example of learning a 

representation.


